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Introduction 
Stress pattern of English affixed words is one of the important aspects in Optimality Theory (Prince & 
Smolensky 1993). Benua (1997) proposes an analysis based on Output-Output correspondence relations and 
concludes that the different stress patterns of English affixed words are attributed to the different ranking of 
Output-Output faithfulness constraints. Pater (2000) discusses stress preservations on pretonic light syllable 
in English affixed words. He claims that preservation and non-preservation of pretonic stress are accounted 
for by the interactions of prosodic markedness and correspondence constraints. 
In this paper, I will provide an Optimality-Theoretic analysis of stress patterns of English affixed words 
focusing on preservation and non-preservation of pretonic stress. I will propose that whether pretonic stress 
is preserved or not is attributed to the presence of lexical accent. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section I provides the data concerning non-preservation of pretonic 
stress observed by Pater (2000). In section 2, I will outline Pater's (2000) Optimality-Theoretic analysis of 
pretonic stress preservations of affixed words and point out a problem of his analysis. An alternative 
analysis for pretonic stress preservation is presented in section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper. 
1. Productive destressing in English affixed words 
There is a productive destressing of pretonic syllables in English affixed words. Pater (2000) discusses 
non-preservation of pretonic stress which I will outline in this section. The failure of pretonic stress 
preservation in word-internal and word-initial positions is discussed in section 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. 
1.1 Word-internal destressing (Pater 2000) 
Pater (2000) observes that in English affixed words, there is a consistent failure of stem stress 
preservation in word-internal position. In particular, stem stress on the pretonic light syllable is not 
preserved when it is the final number of bisyllabic or trisyllabic pretonic string. Pater (2000) shows the 
examples in (1). 
(1) a. phonetic I phonetician 
cosmetic I cosmetician 
pathology I pathological 
specific I specificity 
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telepathy I telepathic 
mechanic I mechanistic 
philately I philatelic 
diameter I diametric 
b. academic I academician 
mathematic I mathematician 
hematology I hematologic 
military I militaristic 
Indiana I Indianapolis 
Examples ofbisyllabic pretonic strings and those of trisyllabic pretonic strings are shown in (la) and (lb), 
respectively. In both cases, primary stress on the stem is not preserved as secondary stress on the 
correspondent syllable of the derived words. Stem stress is not preserved on the pretonic light syllable of the 
derived words. 
1.2 Word-initial destressing (Pater 2000) 
In addition to the word-internal destressing shown in (1 ), Pater (2000) also observes that the same 
absence of stress usually occurs in word-initial position. The examples in (2) are the ones which Pater 
(2000) refers to as examples of word-initial destressing. 
(2) medicine I medicinal 
origin I original 
grammar I grammarian 
miracle I miraculous 
civil I civilian 
majesty I majestic 
prophecy I prophetic 
novel/novella 
In (2), stem stress in word-initial syllable loses its stress when it is on the pretonic light syllable of the 
derived words. 
In the following section, I will outline the analysis of non-preservation of stem stress discussed by Pater 
(2000). 
2. Previous analysis 
This section reviews Pater's (2000) Optimality-Theoretic analysis of pretonic stress preservation. In 
section 2.1, I will review his analysis of non-preservation of stem-based stress. I will point out a problem of 
his analysis in section 2.2. 
2.1 Pater s (2000) analysis of non-preservation of pre tonic stress 
Pater (2000) argues that the failure of pretonic stress preservation can be accounted for by the interactions 
of prosodic markedness and correspondence constraints listed in (3 ). 
(3) a. FooTBINALITY (Prince & Smolensky 1993): 
Feet are binary at some level of analysis (~L, cr). 
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b. *CLASH-HEAD (Pater 1995, 2000): 
No stressed syllable may be adjacent to the head syllable of the Prosodic Word. 
c. !DENT-STRESS (Pater 1995, 2000): 
If a is stressed, thenj(a) must be stressed. 
FoOTBINALITY requires feet to be bisyllabic or bimoraic. *CLASH-HEAD strictly puts a ban on the sequence of 
the syllable with primary stress and the one with secondary stress, and vice versa. The sequence of 
secondary-stressed syllables does not violate this constraint. In the constraint, !DENT-STRESS, f is the 
correspondence relation between input (lexical) and output (surface) strings of segments1 Pater (2000) 
claims that the blocking of stem-based stress preservation can be ascribed to the constraint ranking of 
FoOTBINALITY » !DENT-STRESS, since pretonic light syllables are forced to be parsed into a monomoraic foot 
in order to preserve stem stress. The tableaux in (4), (5), and (6) account for the impossibility of 
word-internal or word-initial pretonic stress preservation 2 
(4) 
phonetician FTBIN ID-STRESS *CLASH-HEAD 
<:?a. (phone)(tician) * 
b. (pho)(ne)(tician) *! * 
Tableau (4) illustrates the case of bisyllabic pretonic strings. In candidate (4b), pretonic light syllable is 
parsed into a degenerate foot and secondary stress is realized on it. This candidate violates the higher-ranked 
FourBINALITY. Candidate (4a), on the other hand, does not violate FooTBINALITY, since pretonic light 
syllable is parsed into a bimoraic foot. Although candidate (4a) incurs a violation of !DENT-STRESS, it is not 
ruled out due to the constraint ranking of FoOTBI NA LITY » !DENT-STRESS . Thus, candidate (4a), which does 
not preserve stem stress, is selected as optima I. 
(5) 
academician FTBIN ID-S TRESS *CLASH-HEAD 
<:?a. (aca)de(mician) * 
b. (aca)(de)(mician) *! * 
The case of trisyllabic pretonic strings is exemplified in tableau (5). Pretonic light syllable is parsed into a 
monomoraic foot and primary stress on the stem changes into secondary stress in candidate (Sb). Though 
this candidate satisfies !DENT-STRESS, it fatally incurs a violation of higher-ranked constraint, FoOTBINALITY, 
and is ruled out. Candidate (Sa) does not have any degenerate feet and no stress is realized on the pretonic 
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syllable. Irrespective of violating IDENT-STRESS, this candidate is selected as the optimal one, since it 
satisfies the higher-ranked constraint, FoOTBINALITY. 
(6) 
medicinal FTBIN ID-STRESS *CLASH-HEAD 
a. (me)(dici)nal *! * 
Grb. me(dici)nal * 
Tableau (6) exemplifies non-preservation of pretonic stress in word-initial position. In candidate (6a), 
word-initial stem syllable is parsed into a degenerate foot in the derived form and secondary stress occurs on 
that foot. Candidate (6a) is excluded by violating FoorBINALITY due to its monomoraicity of initial foot. 
Candidate (6b), which does not preserve word-initial pretonic stress, incurs a violation of the lower-ranked 
I DENT-STRESS. This candidate, however, does not violate the higher-ranked FoorBINALITY, since there are no 
monomoraic feet in this candidate. Thus, candidate (6b) wins over (6a). 
2. 2 A problem of Paled (2000) analysis 
As we have seen in (2), word-initial pretonic stress is not generally preserved in derived words. Pater 
(2000), however, also observes that there are some counter examples of word-initial destressing.3 In (7), 
word-initial stem stress is preserved as secondary stress although it is on the pretonic light syllable. 
(7) herald I hen'tldic italy I italian 
leprosy I leprotic rabbi I rabbinical 
anarchy I anarchic ethic I ethician 
gemma I gemmation Hellene I Hellenic 
fascist I fascistic lipid I lipidic 
modern I modernity clinic I clinician 
Aaron I Aaronic mammal I mammalian 
acid I acidic metric I metrician 
As we have seen in 2.1, Pater (2000) attributes the general absence of stem stress on word-initial 
monomoraic syllables to the constraint ranking of FoorBINALITY over lDENT-STRESS . However, given the 
constraint ranking, FrBIN » !DENT-STRESS » *CLASH-HEAD, the form without stress on word-initial pretonic 
light syllable is wrongly predicted for the words in (7).4 The imposs ibility of pretonic stress preservation is 
shown in the tableau below. 
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(8) 
heraldic FTBIN ID-S TREss *CLASH-HEAD 
"a. he(ral)dic * 
b. (he)(ral)dic *! * 
In tableau (8), candidate (8b), which preserves word-initial pretonic stress, satisfies LDENT-STRESS. This 
candidate forms a degenerated foot in word-initial position and is eliminated by violating the higher-ranked 
FoorBINALITY. Candidate (8a) does not preserve stem stress and violates the lower-ranked constraint, 
!DENT-STRESS. This candidate satisfies the higher-ranked constraint, FourBINALITY, since the syllable in 
word-initial position is not parsed into a monomoraic foot. Thus, candidate (8a) is selected as optimal in the 
tableau. This result, however, is contrary to the fact in (7). 
In the next section, I will propose an alternative analysis of preservation and non-preservation of pretonic 
stress. 
3. An alternative analysis 
In this section, I will provide an alternative analysis and propose that preservation or non-preservation of 
stem stress on pretonic light syllables are attributed to the presence or absence of lexical accent. Section 3.1 
offers an analysis of preservations and non-preservations of word-initial pretonic stress . The analysis of 
word-internal pretonic stress preservation is given in section 3 .2. 
3.1 Preservation and non-preservation of stem stress on word-initial pre tonic light syllables 
According to Pater (2000), the failure of pretonic stress preservation in word-initial position can be 
accounted for by the interactions of two constraints, FoorBINALITY and 00-correspondence version of 
!DENT-STRESS. The constraint hierarchy in (6) correctly predicts the optimal form. As pointed out in 2.2, 
however, this constraint ranking cannot account for the preservation of pretonic stress in (7). In shOJi, two 
different constraint rankings are needed on his analysis in order to account for both preservation and 
non-preservation of pretonic stress . 
To account for preservation and non-preservation of word-initial pretonic stress with a single constraint 
hierarchy, I make two proposals: 
1. Preservation and non-preservation of stem stress can be simply accounted for by 
IO-correspondence relation. 00-correspondence relation is irrelevant. 
11. Non-preservation of stem stress on the pretonic light syllable is structure-driven, while stress 
preservation is lexicon-driven. 
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Preservation and non-preservation of word-initial pretonic stress are illustrated in the diagram (9). 









The diagram (9a) shows that the lack of pretonic stress is due to non-preservation of the quality of 
word-initial vowel. In this case, the effect of structural constraints including prosodic markedness and 
alignment constraints (McCarthy & Prince 1993b) plays an important role in determining the lack of 
word-initial pretonic stress. As shown in (9b ), on the other hand, roots in (7) have lexical accent on the first 
syllable, and the quality of the accented vowel is forced to be identical to its input correspondent by 
positional faithfulness constraint. Pretonic stress must be preserved to preserve the quality of lexically 
accented vowel. 
Preservation and non-preservation of word-initial pretonic stress can be captured by the following 
constraints: 
(I 0) a. MAx-10 (f)-.J::: 
Features of accented vowel in the input must be identical to those of the output. 
b. ALIGN-HEAD (McCarthy & Prince 1993b ): 
The right edge of the Prosodic Word must be aligned with the right edge of its head foot. 
c. LICENSE: 
Full vowels must be licensed by stressed syllables. 
d. FoOTBINALITY (Prince & Smolensky 1993): 
Feet are binary at some level of analysis (1!, cr). 
e. *CLASH: 
No stressed syllables are adjacent.6 
10-correspondence constraint, MAX-10 (t)-r, forces the quality of the accented vowel in the input to be 
preservyd in the output. The candidate in which reduction of the vowel occurs violates this constraint, since 
output correspondent of an accented vowel in the input loses its features. ALIGN-HEAD requires that primary 
stress be placed near the right edge of the prosodic word. Stress on the full vowel is forced by the constraint, 
LICENCE. The effect ofFoorBINALITY is the same as mentioned in section 2.1. *CLASH bans adjacent stressed 
syllables. The constraint rankings in (11) and (12) account for the possibility and impossibility of the 
preservation of stem stress on word-initial pretonic light syllables. 
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(II) 
/mc:dicinal/ MAx-10 (f)-}! ALIGN-H LICENCE FTBIN *CLASH 
a. (ma)(dfci)nal * *! • 
b. me:( dici)nal * *! 
c. (mE)(dici)nal * *! • 
Grd. ma(dic i)nal * • 
e. (me)(dici)nal **!* * * 
Tableau (II) illustrates the non-preservation of word-initial pretonic stress. The undominated constraint, 
MAx-10 (f)-}!, is vacuously satisfied in this tableau, since there are no accented vowels in the input form . 
Although all the candidates in (II) violate the constraint, ALIGN-HEAD, candidate ( li e) is excluded due to 
more than two violation marks of this constraint. In candidate (I I b), stress is not realized on the full vowel 
of the first syllable. This candidate violates LICENCE and is ru led out. Pretonic syllable is parsed into a 
monomoraic foot and secondary stress is realized on it in candidates ( II a) and (II c). They incur a violation 
ofFoOTBINALITY, and are eliminated. Thus, candidate (lid), which does not preserve word-initia l pretonic 
stress, is selected as optimal. 
( 12) 
/h§raldic/ MAx-10 (f)-}! ALIGN-H LICENCE FTBIN *CLASH 
a. (h~)(ra l )dic *! * * * 
b. h§(ra l)dic * *! 
Grc. (h~)( nil)d ic * *· * 
d. h~(ral)dic *! * 
e. (hg)(ral)dic **! * * 
Preservation of word-initial pretonic stress is evaluated in tableau ( 12). Reduction of the vowel on the 
first sy llable occurs in candidates (12a) and (12d). They are eliminated due to the violation of MAx-10 (f)-}!, 
since the quality of the accented vowel in the input form is not identical to its correspondent of the output. 
All the candidates incur violations of ALIGN-H EAD, since primary stress is realized on one of the first two 
syllables. Among these candidates, candidate (12e), where primary stress falls on the first syllable, violates 
ALIGN-HEAD twice, and is ruled out. Stress does not fall on the full vowel in candidate (12b). Therefore, the 
violation of LICENCE excludes the candidate (12b ). As a result, candidate ( 12c ), which preserves word-initial 
pretonic stress, is selected as optimal. 
This analysis shows that preservation of stem stress on the pretonic light syllable is attributed to the 
presence of lexical accent, and they are simply accounted for by 10-correspondence relation. In the case of 
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the lack of lexical accent, on the other hand, structural constraints play an important role and pretonic stress 
is not preserved. It is possible to claim that non-preservation of pretonic stress is structure-driven, while 
stress preservation is lexicon-driven. 
3.2 Non-preservation of stem stress on the word-internal pretonic light syllables 
In the previous section, I proposed an analysis of preservation and non-preservation of word-initial 
pretonic stress. Word-internally, the failure of stem stress preservation is attributed to the same constraint 
ranking as in (11-12). 
(13) 
/phonetician/ MAx-IO (f)-.!:' ALIGN-H LICENCE FTBIN *CLASH 
t?a. (phon a )(tician) 
b. (pho )( n£ )(tic ian) *!* ** 
c. (pho)na(tician) *! 
d. (phon a )(tician) *!* 
e. (pho)ne(tfcian) *! * 
f. (pho)(na)(tician) *!* ** 
Tableau ( 13-14) illustrates the evaluation of the absence of word-internal pretonic stress. In tableau ( 13), 
the case of bisyllabic pretonic strings is exemplified. Primary stress falls on the leftmost syllable in 
candidate (I 3d). This candidate incurs two violation marks of the constraint, ALIGN-HEAD, and is eliminated. 
Although candidate ( 13e) has a full vowel in the second syllable, stress is not realized on it. Thus, candidate 
(13e) violates LICENCE, and is ruled out. Among the remaining candidates, FooTBINALITY plays a crucial role 
in selecting the optimal candidate. Candidates (13b), (13c), and (13f) have monomoraic feet, and incur the 
violation of the constraint, FoOTBINALITY. Candidate ( l3a), which does not preserve pretonic stress, is the 
winner, since it does not violate any of the constraints. 
(14) 




*! ** cy 
c. (aca)(da)(mfcian) *! •• c 
d. (aca)de(mfcian) *! v 
e. (aca)da(mician) *!** 
f. (aca)( d£)(mician) *!* * ** 
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Tableau (14) illustrates the case of trisyllabic pretonic strings. In this tableau, candidates (14e) and (14f), 
which have more than one violation mark of ALIGN-HEAD, are ruled out. Stress does not fall on the full 
vowel of pretonic syllable in (14d). This candidate incurs a violation of LICENCE, and is ruled out. 
Candidates (14b) and (14c) are excluded by violating FoOTBINALITY, since pretonic syllables are parsed into 
monomoraic feet. Thus, candidate (14a) without pretonic stress is selected as optimal. 
This analysis shows that the failure of word-internal pretonic stress preservation can be accounted for by 
the interactions of structural constraints. In other words, non-preservation of pretonic stress is 
structure-driven, since IO-correspondence relation has nothing to do with the selection of the optimal 
candidate. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, I have discussed preservation and non-preservation of stem stress on the pretonic light 
syllable in English and provided an alternative Optimality-Theoretic analysis. In order to capture the 
pretonic stress on derived words, I proposed that pretonic stress in word-initial position is attributed to the 
presence of lexical accent, while in words without lexical accent structural constraints force pretonic stress 
to be reduced. In this sense, the lack of stem stress on the pretonic light syllable is structure-driven, and the 
presence of stem stress is lexicon-driven. The proposed analysis is superior to Pater's (2000) analysis in that 
the interaction of two constraints, MAx-IO (f)-.E and FoOTBINALITY, provides us with a unified account for 
the presence/absence of stress on the pretonic light syllable in English affixed words. 
• An earlier version of this paper is presented at the 57th Conference of the Tohoku English Literary Society. I am grateful to the 
participants for their comments. I would particularly like to thank Tetsuo Nishihara and Seiichiro Kikuchi for discussion and useful 
comments. Of course, all remaining errors are my own responsibility. 
Notes 
According to Pater ( 1995, 2000), !DENT-STRESS is taken to be a single constraint, or the abbreviation for a pair of separate 
Input-Output and Output-Output versions of!DENT-STRESS that occupy the same place in the hierarchy. 
Tableaux (4) and (5) are provided by Pater (2000). I illustrate the evaluation of tableau (6) by using the constraint hierarchy 
proposed by Pater (2000). 
3 Pater (2000) also observes some examples of lexical stress on word-initial pretonic light syllables (e.g., racc6on, bab6on, efface, 
etc.). However, I do not treat these examples in this paper. 
4 Of course, Pater (2000) recognizes that the proposed constraint hierarchy does not capture the word-initial pretonic stress 
preservation. 
In diagram (9b ), lexical accent is denoted with an underscore. 
6 The difference between *CLASH-HEAD (Pater 1995, 2000) and *CLASH is as follows: *CLASH-HEAD only bans the sequence of 
primary- and secondary-stressed syllables. Contrarily, any sequence of stressed-syllables incurs the violation of *CLASH. 
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